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Questions,  aims & objectives: a mixed methods research 
One of the most important mission of university is to incorporate the cultural and social changes in order to elaborate new reflections on didactics and research fields. The research is focused on how 

and why to integrate a gender education in PhD curriculum studies. The new idea has been listed among the priorities of intervention  in the Horizon 2020.   

 What is the Academia Role?  

 Which is the training in Italian universities regarding gender issues? And in Europe what is the strategy?  

 How to improve the skills of researchers? How to introduce transversal skills about gender issues at all scientific areas? 

 Which pedagogical methods and tools can be used to train future researchers to improve their basic skills in this specific case? 

 

 
The hypothesis is to design a blended learning : a mix of different learning environments that combines classroom lessons and e-learning activities. 

 

 

The final objectives are  sensitize, inform and training PhD students about gender issues.  

 To improve the basic skills to use existing resources (Moodle platforms).  

 To provide new opportunities for reflection and new tools to do research.  

The idea is the creation of a collaborative research community where the learning is not acquisition of personal skills but is a construction of a common knowledge. 

 

 

In an overall view, the research uses a mixed methods approach and operates in the lifelong learning perspective. The research process was divided in several steps. 

 

First step: literature review 
The first step was to realize a literature analysis and to search “best practices” of gender education specifically aimed to 

PhD courses at national and European level. It was possible to individuate a different approaches to introduce gender 

studies. 

Results: 

 European level:  

the “interdisciplinary mainstreaming” action is widespread among different scientific areas. We can distinguish two 

different approaches: “Explicit” is related to PhD, Master, and lifelong learning courses focused on Gender Equality; 

“Integrated” is related to studies, theories, research and methods gender oriented which are incorporated into different 

disciplines in transversal ways. 

 National level : 

In opposite in Italy there are only fragmented experiences as “spot interventions” without mainstreaming vision and any 

consolidate or transversal actions. 

Second step: survey, quantitative data 
To design  «gender education  courses»  it is necessary to test the interest. For this reason has been realized a questionnaire 

addressed to all coordinators of PhD courses in Italy (854 in different scientific areas). The aim was to understand the 

interest of implementing training programs related to gender issues. 

 The CAWI survey (Computer Assisted Web Interview) has been sent in sequential way for regional universities  

     groups, ensuring anonymity and the ethical ways to use data obtained. 

 The questionnaire has been composed of 28 items with medium-high structure, and the data obtained have a 

quantitative polarity. 

 The keywords were: gender equality, gender mainstreaming, gender stereotypes, gender innovations research, 

education and segregation. 

 Four dimensions helped us to understand the interest of PhD courses’ directors about gender issues (fig.1). 
 All data obtained were sex disaggregated to highlight any gender differences in the responses received (fig.2). 

 The response rate was 27,6%. National data shows that most coordinators are men (76%). Data confirms European 

trends: the presence of women is more significant in the Humanities-Social Sciences (fig.3). 

 

Third step: design gender blended learning 
Thank’s to collecting data it was possible to design an experimental course addressed to PhD students. The Coordinators 

showed the most important areas of a gender transversal training (fig.2). 

 The pedagogical approach is to mix classrooms lessons and e-learning activities: the course includes a “welcome 

module” (2 hours of seminar) and after the online activities. 

 In Moodle Platform (University of Padua) was opened a virtual space for  training with different units (fig.4). 

 The course is divided into macro-areas with a narrative approach. In particular four short video lessons 

     (on average 5 minutes)  was realized. Each section is completed by materials and forums. All activities  

     are supported by an expert in the matter/tutor that will supervise the activities and will animate the discussions. 

 The different sections are opened in steps according to an agreed calendar. The activities require a total  

      commitment of 25 hours. 

Fourth step: experimental phase (currently underway) 
The experimental phase will involve italians PhD courses in different scientific macro areas: Humanities-Social Sciences, 

Life-Bio Sciences, Engineering-hard Sciences. 

A first trial will start and will involve 40 PhD students at the University of Padua. Students will have the opportunity to 

work together through various activities such as online workshops, web forums and theme-based activities. At the end of 

the course the participants will fill an evaluation questionnaire that aims to verify the interest and usefulness of the 

proposed activities. The data collected will allow any new design changes to review and improve the Blended course.  

Highlight … 
 This research is innovative: this is the first Blended course designed to insert a gender perspective in scientific 

research in Italy. In particular the training is focused on enhance the transversal skills and to promote gender 

mainstreaming action. 

 The research introduce a change through pedagogical tools. The adopted methodology promotes the creation of a 

collaborative research community. 

 Future perspectives, that the phase of experimentation will be concluded, are those of proposing the training course 

carried out in different doctoral courses in Italy. 
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